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From bestselling and beloved author Todd Parr, a new book about all of the different ways that

cars and trucks help people and have fun. Some trucks help on the farm. Some trucks help in

the city. Some cars like to drive in the snow. And some cars like to drive to the beach. All cars

and trucks LOVE to be on the ROAD!Todd Parr brings his trademark bright colors and bold

lines to his new book about cars, trucks, and the occasional bus. In a fun collection of silly

images, Todd explores all of the ways vehicles have an impact on our daily lives, while weaving

in messages about positivity, the environment, and safety. Readers will laugh along with the

whole four-wheeled gang!

About the AuthorTodd Parr has inspired and empowered children around the world with his

bold images and positive messages. He is the bestselling author of more than forty books,

including The Goodbye Book, The Family Book, The I Love You Book, and It's Okay to be

Different. He lives in Berkeley, California. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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The Cars Jim Seals

Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants: The Questioneers Book #2, Mighty, Mighty Construction Site

(Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site), The Whales on the Bus (New Nursery Rhymes),

Yes! No!: A First Conversation About Consent (First Conversations), Loose Parts: Inspiring

Play in Young Children (Loose Parts Series), Mouse Shapes, Float, Know and Follow Rules

(Learning to Get Along®), If You Plant a Seed

Arielle, “"Car. Car. Car. Car. Car" -my one year old gives this book five cars!. Todd Parr is my 1

year olds favorite author. On the evening of December 24th, I was telling my husband that we

need to get my son more car books because he is in LOVE with cars. By morning, Google

presented it's fine (and creepy) listening skills and presented this book on my phone

notifications.What great timing for Todd Parr to release this book! It arrived this morning and

my 3 year old nephew and 1 year old son have been reading it over and over for the past 30

minutes. There are so many different types of cars. As usual the book is beautiful to look at and

it's a fun read with some great messaging. I hope there will be a board book though these

pages are already showing use.”

bubbe barbara, “Todd has done it again!. Another beautiful Todd Parr book! Infused with

warmth, written for the kiddie heart ("trucks love to..."), fabulous artwork, chockablock full of

vehicles and learning. A masterpiece of writing. Most car/truck books contain boring text, but

not this one!  Excellent book.”

Raelynn Gemeinhardt, “My Grandson loved his present. My grandson was happy to see this

book after we returned it to the library. We bought him his own for his birthday. He absolutely

loves this book!”

Holycow!!2, “Always Love this Author's stuff!. Another great book to add to your children's

library!!!!”

The book by Todd Parr has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 35 people have provided feedback.
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